Enrollment and Review Change to LB1023

The following changes, required to be reported for publication in the Journal, have been made:

1. On page 1, the matter beginning with "revenue" in line 1 through line 5 and all amendments thereto have been struck and "revenue and taxation; to amend sections 77-2733 and 86-704, Reissue Revised Statutes of Nebraska, sections 77-908, 77-3806, 77-6831, and 81-523, Revised Statutes Cumulative Supplement, 2022, and sections 77-2701, 77-2715.07, 77-2716, 77-2717, and 77-2734.03, Revised Statutes Supplement, 2023; to adopt the Relocation Incentive Act; to provide for adjustments to federal adjusted gross income for nonresidents and for certain businesses for research or experimental expenditures and the cost of certain property; to change provisions relating to the taxation of nonresident income; to provide for additional incentives under the ImagiNE Nebraska Act; to change the occupation tax relating to telecommunications services; to harmonize provisions; to provide operative dates; to provide severability; and to repeal the original sections." inserted.

2. Changes have been made as necessary to incorporate all adopted amendments.

(signed) Beau Ballard, Chairperson